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Core skills at a glance
Project Management
●
●
●

CRM Software Integration
Product Order-to-Delivery Pipeline
BrightSpec Lab Inventory

Consulting
●
●

PVCC Workforce Services
Cville Bio Hub

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
BrightSpec Inc.
BrightSpec is a small startup with about 8-10 employees. The startup, which is part of C-Ville
Biohub, makes MRR spectrometers to directly identify and quantify polar components in
complex chemical mixtures, using high resolution spectroscopy. I worked as a Product Designer
and an Associate Chemist, helping manufacture and market proprietary devices. Part of my
responsibilities in this startup was to work directly with C-level executives and founders to
conduct instrument software and hardware testing, plan and execute trips to conferences and
different labs (such as Pittcon and Medicines for All at VCU), and oversee product sales and
training.

CRM Software Integration
Our CEO asked me to look into Zoho Customer Relation Management
(CRM) software and see if it can be applied to our sales process. I
picked up the phone and called up Zoho for a quick demo of their CRM
product. My first task was to update the list of our leads and categorize
them based on our interactions. Later, I realized a need for the company
to have a quarterly newsletter. At first, it was not easy to convince our
scientist on the importance of the newsletters for improving our
consumer relations. After three months of editing, writing and explaining
the importance of having a newsletter, I was finally able to send out
Brightspec’s first ever newsletter before the world leading conference,
Pittcon 2018. It invited our leads and contacts to our booth and updated
them on our most recent products. After Pittcon, we doubled our orders
and increased our presence in the community for analytical chemistry.

Breakdown
People:
Potential sales leads for BrightSpec

Goals:
Integrating CRM software into sales process, increasing interest in BrightSpec instruments

Process:
●

Contacted the Zoho CRM sales department and arranged a demo of their product

●
●
●
●

Updated the list of our leads and prioritized them based on previous interactions with
BrightSpec
Identified a need for the company to have a quarterly newsletter
Convinced our team on the importance of having newsletters in comparison for a great need
at the lab
Generated first newsletter and deployed before conference

Structure:
BrightSpec did not have a development and marketing team.

Reward:
I was able to send out Brightspec’s first newsletter before the world leading conference in
analytical chemistry, Pittcon 2018. There, it helped invite our leads and contacts to our booth
and update them on our most recent devices. After Pittcon we doubled our orders and
increased our presence in the community for analytical chemistry.
The newsletter also increased traffic to the website, at least 12% of the people receiving the
email interacted with it and we received emails inquiring after the product.

Product Order-to-Delivery Pipeline
We were in talks with our clients in Texas and finally received an order.
My responsibility was to oversee the sale and make sure the product will
be on time for delivery. A few problems were immediately apparent: the
out of date and incomplete manuals for the device, lack of testing results
for both software and hardware, scattered history of R&D records, and
scattered certification documents for the instruments. I identified a need
for me to be more involved in packaging and shipping. Also, a couple of
team members were working on sending a product to Japan for a demo. I
sought the opportunity and got involved with that project and began
standardizing the process. For example, I replaced expensive packaging
with lighter, equally durable and less expensive alternatives and reduced
our shipping expenses. By the time we sent out the product to Japan, I
had already developed materials and structure to be placed for future
shipments. Both the Japan and Texas shipments were successful.

Breakdown
People:
BrightSpec coworkers and interested client

Goals:
Strategizing a flow for product from the order to delivery

Process:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Performed feasibility tests on both instruments
Completed spectral library measurements for both instruments
Divided and assigned chapters of manuals to team members to review
Edited and printed the final manual version before sending out
Developed parts chart for instruments
Gathered, completed and documented all certifications
Documented and generated instructions on running devices with correct parameters
Identified user interface and user experience workflow improvements
Studied overseas and domestic shipments, and arranged both
Replaced expensive packaging with lighter, equally durable and less expensive
alternatives and reduced shipping expenses
Shipped successfully

Structure:
BrightSpec’s small group of specialized scientists.

Reward:
Product was prepared for shipping, all necessary materials and certifications were found and
the device was delivered on time to the client.

BrightSpec Lab Inventory
My job at the lab included developing a library of chemicals for
devices and recording them for the newest, in-development version
of the software. When preparing for this, I identified a great need for
organizing and updating the old chemical inventory. BrightSpec
manages its inventory with an app developed in London, UK. I
contacted the developer in London to ask for an update on his
software and essentially a training. I quickly increased my
knowledge about the chemicals and the software and became the
main admin for our inventory. This included recording all the
chemical purchases, arrivals and disposals.

Breakdown
People:
BrightSpec lab team

Goals:
We couldn’t find chemicals in the location or on the website, couldn’t clean up the discarded or
finished bottles, and were debating the value of a subscription to the inventory software.

Process:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Identified a need for organizing and updating the old chemical inventory
Communicated the need to the executives
Followed up with the developer in London to ask for an update and training
Quickly studied the chemicals and the software
Added additional shelf spaces for different categories of chemicals
Become the main admin for our inventory
Recorded the chemical purchases, arrivals and disposals

Structure:
At the time, the BrightSpec lab had one Principal Investigator, one senior scientist and one
junior chemist (myself).

Reward:
Produced an updated inventory with accurate locations and formulas, both on paper and online.
Recorded all the chemicals from purchase to discarding.

CONSULTING
Golara LLC, The Bridge Ltd, Spill Team

PVCC Workforce Services
Workforce services department is a part of Piedmont Virginia
Community College (PVCC), and their mission is to conduct not for
credit, skill based classes. Their issue was to improve the number of
their classes and the productivity of the team, specifically in regard to
attracting a larger student body. The entire department is led by a
dean who was not very innovative and supportive, and as a result the
work culture has not been so healthy. I entered the situation as a
strategic atelier leader and worked with Spill Team, another
consulting firm in Charlottesville, address these issues during their
department retreat. The workshop used practices developed by
Dutch social scientists in the Netherlands. These were new methods
for organizational consulting and management with painting. By
using my skills as an artist, I conducted a painting workshop for
seventeen employees with a 3’ by 10’ canvas. Team members were
asked to paint themselves at the organization, the current company
direction and the ideal future they would want to see. The result was
emotional, and the dean decided that the best way to manage her team was to get them
involved in the decisions she makes.

Breakdown
People:
The workforce services department at Piedmont Virginia Community College

Goals:
Teambuilding and improve productivity on increasing their student body and collaborative
classes

Process:
●
●

I used design thinking and the creative atelier to specify problem areas and improve
team relations.
Conducted two sessions including individual and group paintings

●
●
●
●

Asked questions to direct participants process
Identified the hidden feelings of employees towards the organizations operations
Worked with a traditional consultant to perform team building and design thinking
activities
Helped participants draw their own conclusions during the second session

Structure:
Initially, the team was led by one rigid leader, the dean of the workforce services department.

Reward:
This strategic atelier helped PVCC to self-identify their problems and come up with a plan to be
more productive. It also brought the team together. At the end of the workshop, the dean came
to the realization that increasing the team member involvement in leadership is crucial for
improving the productivity of the department.

Cville Bio Hub
Cville Bio Hub is an organization that helps bio technology startups in the beginning of their
journey. They consist of fifty life science companies around Charlottesville and host about 30
smaller startups in their building (Indoor Biotechnologies, Inc). They provide wet labs and
different technologies required for each business, as well as connecting new founders to
sources of funding. Currently, they are looking into expanding their organization. I am part of a
team of four that is working with their executives to help them find their direction and come up
with an action plan. As part of this, we support their executives at Charlottesville Chamber of
Commerce meetings, etc.

Breakdown
People:
C’Ville Bio Hub

Direction:
Strategize their expansion, including staffing, square footage, etc. We want to work with them to
design a culture that could work across long range of people and teams.

Process:
We are using design thinking and an improved creative atelier with Cville Bio Hub executives. It
will be an advanced version of the atelier used with PVCC. It is an all day, executives only

workshop that uses painting to draw an action plan. The results from this activity will be used to
implement a master plan in order to expand the company.

Structure:
Founding members staff and run this organization, which overseas lab resources and works
with many life science startups.

Reward:
This project is still ongoing. The plan is to acquire a larger building for a growing community. We
are also looking into attracting talent to the area.
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